The most common types of nudeotide sequence data analyses and handling can be done more conveniently and inexpensively on microcomputers than on large time-sharing systems. We present a package of computer programs for the analysis of DNA and RNA sequence data which overcomes many of the limitations imposed by microcomputers, while offering most of the features of programs commonly available on large computers, including sequence numbering and translation, restriction site and homology searches with dot-matrix plots, nudeotide distribution analysis, and graphic display of data. Most of the programs were written in Standard Pascal (on an Apple II computer) to facilitate portability to other micro-, mini-, and mainframe computers.
INTRODUCTION
Computer software for handling and analysis of nudeotide sequence data has been developed for several different purposes. Programs such as SEQ (1, 2, 3) perform the most commonly required types of tasks, such as printing and translation of sequences, restriction site and homology searches, and prediction of RNA secondary structures. Additionally, groups such as Dayhoff et al. (4) , MOLGEN (2) , and Los Alamos (5) have created systems for handling large sequence databases. Along similar lines, new programming languages have been developed which allow the user to perform very complex and typically non-standardized tasks on sequences taken from large databases (6, 7, 8) . While these systems are superb for large-scale data handling or exceedingly complex and specialized types of analyses, their usefulness is limited primarily to larger computers.
The convenience, low cost, and availability of microcomputers prompted us to write a set of programs that can perform most of the functions commonly included in larger packages and that is sufficiently portable to be run on micro-, mini-, or mainframe computers. We have followed several guidelines to overcome problems commonly asociated with the use of microcomputers. 
Datafile Format
Many packages for DNA sequence analysis include specialized programs for entry and updating of sequence data (9, 10) . While such programs allow the novice to begin using the package more quickly, they also limit its flexibility. We have deliberately omitted such a program from our package, since any good interactive computer system will already have at least one general-purpose text editor which can be used for essentially all kinds of data entry.
Sequences can be typed into a data file in any convenient arrangement.
A datafile may contain a DNA, RNA, or amino acid sequence, written in the standard one-letter notation. The one-letter symbols may be either upper or lower case. This permits the user who is sequencing DNA to denote the bases one is sure of in upper case and those one is less sure of in lower. lines, sequence name, and sequence. In contrast, our programs allow sequence datafiles to be set up in a simpler manner, thus minimizing errors. Likewise, with restriction enzyme files for the BACHREST program (see below) we avoided the commonly-used approach that requires enzyme name and recognition sequences to begin and end with quotes (9,11). Blank spaces serve as input "delimiters". This allows files to take the easily-readable appearance of a table but requires that blanks not be included in enzyme names.
Portability
All programs except two (GRAPHOM and FASHOM, described below) conform strictly to Standard Pascal (12). Additionally, we have avoided constructs that may not fall within the scope of some computer systems, such as large set sizes, packed arrays, or extended comparisons between structured types. In most cases, the programs should run without any changes with any Pascal compiler that conforms to the Standard, although a few statements handling interactive input and output may need changes, depending on the peculiarities of the individual system in question. These statements and the probable changes needed are indicated in the documentation.
RESULTS: The Program Package

A. Sequence Formatting and Translation
NUMSEQ
NUMSEQ writes one or both strands of a DNA or RNA sequence in either orientation, in a numbered format specified by the user. The amino acid sequence may also be printed along with the nucleotide sequence in 1 or 3 reading frames, using either the three-letter or one-letter amino acid symbols. Any part of the sequence may be printed, including parts which overlap the ends of a circular molecule. for the lambda N gene (13) . The ATG of the N gene is position 1. Note that NUMSEQ omits the 0 coordinate from numbering.
NUMSEQ has a "parameter menu
FUNNEL
The most efficient way to type in a sequence using a text-editor is by spacing every five or ten bases. However, blank spaces make a file bigger than it needs to be, and therefore slower for a program to read. FUNNEL's job is to take a sequence, after it has been stored in a file, and compress it into a file containing a user-specified number of bases on each line.
Comments are also transferred, although each comment in the reformatted file will be written on a separate line. (Fig. 4) .
The search for restriction sites is performed using a modified form of a rapid string-matching algorithm (15 Figure 4 . INTREST output for pBR322 (14) . A partial output is shown.
enzymes to be searched for from a file instead of from the keyboard. This approach is more practical for searching for large numbers of restriction sites. A sample restriction sequence file is shown in Figure 5 .
Ideally, a program should be able to read a generalized restriction sequence for cases in which there is variation in some positions, rather than making it necessary for several recognition sequences to be typed in for some enzymes. Some available programs require that two sites be entered for enzymes which recognize asymmetric sequences (e.g. MboII), or for certain sites with ambiguities other than purine or pyrimidine (9, 16) . Additionally, many programs do not have the capacity to calculate the exact point of restriction enzyme cutting within a sequence, based on the known cutting site of an enzyme (1,2,9,16,17).
INTREST and BACHREST allow the user to specify any possible ambiguity for a given position in a restriction enzyme recognition sequence. Accl, ENZYME RECOGNITION SEQ. CUTTING POSITION(S) for their inverse complements. Additionally, for every restriction enzyme a cutting site must be specified. (0 can be specified if the cutting position is unknown, and enzymes which cut asymetrically require that two positions be specified).
A notable feature of INTREST and BACHREST is that unknown nucleotides can also be represented in the DNA sequence. For example, if the vector sequence is completely known, and an insert is present whose sequence is only partly or not at all known, the unknown portion of the sequence can be represented in the datafile as a string of N's as long as the unknown fragment. These N's serve as place holders and will cause the correct fragment sizes to be printed in the output. Furthermore, if some restriction sites are known in the otherwise unknown region, these can be written at the corresponding position in the N's.
DIGEST
Output from INTREST and BACHREST can be directly read by DIGEST.
Alternatively, the user can construct his own restriction site file based on restriction mapping of a fragment whose sequence is unknown. In either case, DIGEST reads the restriction sites and lets the user ask for one or more enzymes from the list to be included in each digest. The resultant fragments and their beginning and end are printed as in Figure 6 , using an output from
INTREST (e.g. Fig. 4 ) as input.
MAP
As with DIGEST, MAP reads an input file of restriction enzyme sites and asks the user for different combinations of restriction sites to display on circular or linear restriction maps. Circular maps may be single circles or concentric circles, with different enzymes displayed on different circles (Fig. 7) . Similarly, the user may wish to plot all enzymes on one linear map, or have different enzymes printed on different parallel linear maps.
C. Graphic Representation of Output
LINEPLOT
Graphics software written for one computer and printer probably will not run on any other computer and printer. Consequently, a choice must be made between portability of software and use of computer graphics. The LINEPLOT program represents a compromise between these two choices. LINEPLOT is a general-purpose graphics program which, given one or more sets of (Fig. 8D) . LINEPLOT permits the independent representation of each set of datapoints by a different character. Thus, MAP can generate a different set of datapoints for each enzyme to be mapped and they can then be represented graphically as in Figure 7 .
D. Nucleotide Distribution
The simplest approach to analysis of nucleotide distribution is to predefine a threshold percentage such that any region exceeding the threshold appears in the output. For example, in the Korn and Queen program (11) used for Figure 8 -A, the criterion for an AT-rich region is that six out of eight nucleotides be AT. The resultant output is simply a qualitative delineation between "rich" and "non-rich" regions based on an arbitrary criterion. A somewhat more quantitative approach is our use of a dot-matrix homology search program. Briefly, one runs a homology comparison between a test sequence and a bogus sequence consisting of poly-A, followed by poly-G, then poly-C and finally poly-T. In Fig. 8 (Fig. 8-D ).
E. Homologies, Direct Repeats, Inverted Repeats
GRAPHOM is a dot-matrix program of the type described by Maizel and Lenk (19) . Since they described the uses of dot-matrix programs in searching for homologies between two sequences, direct repeats and inverted repeats, we shall not do so here. As in the Maizel and Lenk program, GRAPHOM searches for short homologies between two DNA sequences of a size and percent match 
